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From the editor…
This quarter has been good in the sense that we have accomplished a long term project. After years of
talking and thinking about doing something to monitor the drastic water level changes in Cleversburg
Sink, we have finally got the water level sensing equipment installed. Professor Tom Feeney,
Department of Geography and Earth Science, Shippensburg University and a couple Franklin County
Grotto members installed some hangers, tied in an entrance room survey to a surface survey of nearby
streams and springs, and installed a new water level sensor. We will be making periodic trips to
download data to a portable computer, which will then be loaded into a data base. Hopefully we will
be able to graph the water level changes and post them in the newsletter.
Another project completed has been the conversion of the newsletter into a PDF format. The issues
from 2007, 08 and 09 have been converted and a sample has been emailed to few members with highspeed email for opinions. These PDF versions are between 2.5 and 3.5 Meg in size, which makes them
a little large for dial-up but not too bad for the higher speed connections. All responses were
overwhelmingly positive. Everyone seemed to enjoy the color. We are now in the process of setting up
a page on the website where we will be able to load the newsletters.
I’d like to thank Todd R., Terry, Diane, Danny, Alan, Anne, and Don for contributing articles, photos
quotes and information used in this issue.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Speleo-Spotlight...
Danny Cumbo

D

NSS # 58430

anny is a fairly recent member of
Franklin County Grotto, but has been
caving for 20 years.

His father was going back to school working on
an electronics degree and his electronics
instructor, a caver named Roy Powers, Jr., was
offering a Caving & Underground Ecology
course in the summer of 1989. This not only
covered his Dad's Phys-Ed requirement for
graduating, but also was an interesting topic to
him. He was granted permission to bring Danny
along and he was instantly hooked on caving. He
was 12 at the time.
His first cave was Unthanks Cave in Lee County,
VA. That first caving trip, with its combination
of mud, climbing, & crawling was like nothing
he’d been expecting and like nothing he’d ever
experienced before. It tested him, but left him
wanting more. He says he is still searching for
his favorite cave because he likes them all.
Over the years he has spent a good part of his
early caving years helping with various Danny at top of 65 drop in Kooken Cave, PA Photo by Gordy
conservation projects. He worked on many
projects in Tennessee, Kentucky, & Virginia
stillwater kayaking. He also plays bass in a Sharpsburg,
helping in building gates on Gray and Indiana bat caves.
MD based band called Hucklebuck.
Also during those years, he helped out with several bat
counts and surveys.
He graduated from Rye Cove High School in Clinchport,
VA in 1995 and graduated from Mountain Empire
More recently, over the last couple of years, he has enlisted
Community College in Big Stone Gap, VA in 1998.
the help of Todd Roberts and Corey Hackley on a project
area in Scott County, VA that has yielded three new caves.
However, that area being a seven hour drive from Danny currently works at Air Photographics in
Martinsburg, WV as an estimator. He compiles price
Martinsburg has hindered their efforts.
quotes for aerial imagery acquisition projects used in
topographical mapping and engineering projects. 
He and his wife enjoy hiking on the Appalachian Trail,
backpacking, biking on the C&O Canal towpath, and
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THE FERN CAVE SYSTEM AND SURPRISE PIT
1996 By Terry McClanathan (NSS 12103)

Pat doing entrance stream crawl
robably no single cave in the last
half of the twentieth century has
had a greater impact on caving in
the United States than the Fern
Cave System of northeastern Alabama.
The main entrance is located in a
prominent sinkhole taking a blue line
stream high on the slopes of Nat
Mountain in the Paint Rock River valley
near the town of Paint Rock. It was this
feature on a topo map, which attracted
the attention of a group of Huntsville
cavers in the early sixties. The much
documented history on the early
exploration of Fern Cave centers around
the conquest of the very deep pit which
was found by Bill Torode on June 4,

P

Photo by Jonathon Daniels (JD)

1961. At the time vertical caving in
the U.S. was on the verge of a
critical threshold lacking only a
catalyst to begin an evolutionary
leap. That catalyst came in the form
of the 437 foot (originally measured
at 426 feet) deep pit christened
Surprise. Surprise Pit instantly
became and would remain the
deepest pit in the U.S. until the
discovery of Fantastic Pit by Della
McGuffin and the late Richard
Schreiber in 1968. Now, deep pits
were not unknown in the country in
the early sixties, but there was
nothing to compare to Surprise.
Alabama's Doodlebug Hole was
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supposedly 392 feet deep (it's still listed
in the ACS as 389 feet deep), but
Doodlebug is a "friendly" surface pit. A
descent is interrupted by wide sloping
ledges reminiscent of West Virginia's
Sites Cave, though it is a much cleaner
drop than Sites. While Surprise is not
significantly deeper than Doodlebug, the
nature of the pit is quite different.
Surprise Pit is an in-cave completely
freefall drop found about five hundred
feet from the entrance. The stream
entering the Fern sink ranges from a
medium flow Cass type stream to a
raging torrent and the pit takes all of the
water.

Hand dug ledge circumventing edge of pit to dry rig point
The initial descents had to be made very
close to this waterfall. Even though the
pit was discovered in summer, the first
two attempts at reaching bottom had to
be aborted due to high water. The first
successful descent occurred in July 1961
but even in low water the last eighty feet
was in heavy spray from the falls. The
book FERN CAVE by Huntsville caver
Donal Myrick details the history of these
early efforts. Comments by Bill
Cudington, premiere vertical pioneer of
the 1950's and nationally recognized as
the foremost vertical caver in the U.S.
by the early sixties, relate how he tied
two long pieces of rope (one manila and
one nylon) together to successfully
become the first person ever to set foot
on the bottom of Surprise Pit. He used
his then "state of the with prusik knots.
The rigging, rappel, climb and derig
took six hours, and this by the most

knowledgeable and experienced
vertical caver of the day. Obviously
Surprise Pit was not to be taken
lightly.
Largely to overcome difficulties
inherent in the exploration of
Surprise Pit, improving equipment
used in vertical caving was given
serious consideration. Standard
nylon caving ropes, mechanical
ascenders, and rappel devices we
take for granted today simply did not
exist. Rappel racks, Bluewater rope,
Gibbs ascenders and jumars were
either invented or introduced in the
same decade whose beginning was
marked by the discovery of this
remarkable pit. During the period up
until about mid-decade trips to
Surprise, though on the increase,
needed meticulous preparation and
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care, and were generally attempted only
by the vertical elite. Even so, many were
still thwarted by the hazards of
exploring the pit. In the last half of the
decade traffic to the pit skyrocketed.
Several factors contributed to this.
Better gear and a higher level of
expertise in its use were primary
reasons. Also a dry all-weather rig point
was established, lowering the drop to
404 feet but still totally free and
certainly considered the creme de la
creme of any pit in the U.S. At the same
time the digging of ledges by Bill
Torode made traversing the top of the
pit much safer.
By the time a trip to
the bottom of Surprise had become
fairly routine for experienced vertical
cavers, a barrage of new discoveries
were being made on Nat Mountain. In
1969 the entrances to New Fern and The
Morgue were discovered almost

simultaneously. At first they seemed to
be separate caves, but within a short
time they were all linked together and
the Fern Cave System was poised to
become Alabama's longest and one of
the very finest caves in the entire
country. New Fern (the Johnston
entrance, named for its discoverer Jim
Johnston) proved to be an extensive
multilevel complex of long dry passages
connected by sinuous canyons and deep
pits. The cave was especially noted for
its formations, the beauty of which
inspired such names as Helectite
Heaven, the Crystal Room, and the
Elephant Ears. A stream found in the
lower level, nearly five hundred feet
below the Johnston entrance, was
thought to connect with the water
draining into a constricted crawl leading
from the bottom of Surprise Pit. Soon
after, following a determined effort by
Huntsville cavers this was verified. Over
a mile away on the surface, the huge
collapse sink entrance to the Morgue led
Huntsville cavers to discover that this
portion of the growing system was the
major eastern hibernacular for the Gray
Bat (Myotis grisescens). By the early
1970's the multi-faceted Fern Cave
System had grown to over fifteen miles
in length.
I started caving in TAG in the summer
of 1972. After the first trip, which had
included 251 foot free-fall Ferris Pit in
Tennessee, I was quickly hooked on
TAG pits. The next logical step up (or
down) was of course Surprise. In the
early days of exploration, there was a
notoriously hairy chimney called the
Step Down which had to be negotiated
to get from the stream passage onto the
ledge leading to the rigging points. It
was just a wide chimney, but over top of
400+ feet of nothing!!! I had heard
horror stories about cavers who had
slipped and ended up swinging about in
the pit at the end of their belay lines.
That didn't seem very appealing to me
so I sought help. The only TAG caver
whose name we knew at the time was Ed
Yarborough of Nashville. He had made

one of the very earliest descents of
Surprise and was mentioned in the
literature. Correspondence with him
produced the desired effect and he
arranged for us to meet him for a
Christmas trip that same year (1972).
Ed remarked that the pit was wetter
than he'd ever seen it. Although I
didn't think the jump from 251 feet
to 437 feet would be too noticeable,
it sure was! When I backed over the
edge and looked down at the tiny
glow which was Ed's light, I vividly
remember thinking, “this is a really

Terry rigging 650’rope.
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deep hole". Of course we had rigged the
now popular dry rig point, but even so
the spray at the bottom was very heavy.
We were soaked through in seconds.
This was in the days before poly-pro or
any other protective gear. We hadn't
even the foresight to bring along a trash
bag to use as a rudimentary water shield.
To make matters worse we were all
dedicated carbide cavers. The spray put
these out and soaked the strikers before
we even had a chance to get off rope.
We resorted to our hand held flashlight
backups. It was quite an experience and

Photo by JD

Basically he refused my request,
remarking instead that the best way to
fully appreciate a great cave was to
explore it for your self. I may have been
a bit taken aback by his comments, but I
had to admit there was merit in them. I
took his suggestion to heart. In fact New
Fern became my personal late night
caving project anytime I was in the north
Alabama region from 1975 to 1979.
Eventually I became familiar with much
of the upper and middle levels of the
cave.

Todd Dishong, ready to descend
we all came away with a great respect
for deep wet pits.
Over the following years I returned to
Surprise Pit several times during the dry
season. With the spray down and things
quieter the awesome character of the pit
could be more fully appreciated. During
the mid seventies I also became
interested in seeing some of New Fern

Photo by JD

which I had heard and read reports
about. Bill Torode was the primary
mover in the exploration of this
challenging and spectacular cave and
his exploits are almost legendary in
Alabama and once again well
chronicled in Donal Myrick's I did
not know at the time, if he would be
willing to show me some of the cave.
His answer was not encouraging.
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Typically I would head up to New Fern
during the early evening hours with
whosoever happened to be caving with
me at the time. We would spend long
hours bouncing parallel shafts, taking
photos, and just generally caving our
hearts out through much of the night. On
one particularly memorable occasion I
had two ex-students who were high
school graduates (Tom Wolford and
Stan Bryson) with me. We had spent a
long day trying to find some pits further
up the valley. Things did not go well
that day and I ended up hiking a
conservative ten miles over the
mountain side looking for a couple of
elusive hundred footers while Tom and
Stan rested. I was a little tired by
evening but I had big plans for New
Fern that night. From studying the
verbal description in Myrick's book
together with what I had learned on my
last trip there, I felt I should be able to
reach the point in the middle cave which
would place me at the beginning of a pit
series leading to the bottom level. We
had a successful trip, but it was a long
one. As far as I am aware, no caver from
outside the Huntsville group had ever
penetrated this far into the intricacies of
the cave unaided by local cavers. While
exiting at around 5 AM at about a
thousand feet from the entrance I
suddenly became very tired. The
passage was comfortable (flat and dry)
and at that moment I figured I could
sleep for an hour or two there just as
well as in my sleeping bag. Anyhow I
knew it would be cold outside. I gave

my two companions the option of doing
the same or going down to my car alone.
They chose the latter. I thought no more
about it and promptly snoozed for an
hour and a half. When I awoke slightly
chilled I exited the cave to a cold gray
dawn and hiked off the mountain. There
were Tom and Stan fumbling with their
sleeping bags. It seems when they left
me I had forgotten that they really had
very little idea where they actually were.
They had spent the last two hours
wandering over the mountainside in total
confusion as to their whereabouts or the
location of my car, and had only found it
just as I arrived. Strangely, shortly after
that trip I think they both got married
and never went caving with me again.

I suppose, though, that it was
inevitable I should once again find
myself getting intimate with Fern
Cave and Surprise Pit. Initially I
thought about borrowing a rope. In
fact, last winter a caving friend of
mine from Huntsville, Chris Hudson,
was generous enough to bring his
new 500 foot PMI for Todd Dishong
and me to use in the pit on an
evening when he (Chris) took us up
the mountain to bounce some "new

to me" hundred footers in the New Fern
section of the cave. Todd even carried
Chris' rope up the mountain and we
stashed it for a late night trip to Surprise
after we finished in New Fern. However,
we were in New Fern longer than we
expected and the hour became too
late(maybe we were a little too tired
also) so we opted not to do the pit at that
time, and Todd carried the big rope back
down the mountain. Still no pit, but at
least Todd was getting some good

As for me, I never did make it back to
take advantage of our route finding
success of that last evening's effort.
About this time several things changed
in my life. The arrival of our adopted
children, a move to a small farm, and to
no small extent a shortage of willing
cavers to drag along on TAG trips led to
a period of reduced caving opportunities
for me. In fact to this day I still haven't
been to the lowest levels of New Fern,
although there are plans in the works.
The years passed by. I caved only
sporadically during the 1980's. Then
during the early nineties I started caving
regularly with a certain group of very
active TAG cavers and suddenly there
was so much to do I just sort of forgot
about Fern Cave for awhile. To say
"forgot" would be unfair to the cave. It's
not one you would easily forget. It's just
that there had been, and still is, so much
happening in TAG during the eighties
and nineties that I had a lot of catching
up to do. Still I did keep a 440' length of
rope just for the purpose of one day
returning to Surprise Pit. That is until
the rope was badly frayed on a 388 foot
pit in Ellisons and I had to cut it. Now I
found myself without the means to take
anyone to Surprise because I lacked a
rope that was long enough.

Terry seen through breakdown window
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insisted that if he carried the rope he
should be entitled to first descent of
the pit. Sounded fair to me.
We arrived at the picturesque Fern
sink just as the last vestiges of light
were fading. The amount of water
cascading from the rim of the sink
was impressive. I thought back to Ed
Yarborough's remarks about the
water level on our trip in 1972, and it
seemed to me that there was easily
two to three times as much water
entering the cave now. In fact the
main walk-in entrance which I'd
always used on previous trips was
completely obscured by a thick wall
of water. The more sinuous dry
entrance would be our only
alternative. Even here streamlets and
ice coated the sloping surface leading
into the cave. It was to be a cold
night, and knowing we would exit
soaked by the spray from the
waterfall, we had come prepared. We
changed into our caving clothes
outside the entrance, leaving dry
clothes for our return later that night.

Terry at bottom of waterfall
exercise. Shortly after this Todd and I
decided to purchase a long rope(650
feet) for the purpose of rigging things
like Fantastic and Incredible in Ellisons,
Whiteside Mountain in North Carolina,
and of course Surprise.
Times change, and the area around Fern
Cave is now part of a large wildlife
management consortium. Any caving is
by permit only. Chris Hudson had made
all the arrangements for Todd and me
previously. He told me who to contact
so I secured permits for four of us,
Todd, myself, Pat Minnick, and
Jonathan Daniels to do Surprise Pit in
the early spring of 1996. On a Friday
evening in late March the four of us
piled everything into Pat's truck and set
off down I 81. We arrived at daybreak

I put the never-been-used 650 foot
PMI into a makeshift ropebag I had
brought along for the purpose of
Photo by JD
keeping the rope clean during
and spent most of the daylight
transport through the cave. I sensed
portion of Saturday searching for
some misgivings in the group at the sight
and finding two pits in the vicinity of
of all that cold water which would soon
Fern. Both were decent pits;
be sharing the pit with us. I might even
Halfstep (101 feet) and Nice Pit (132
have been doubting the feasibility of
feet). After that we ventured into
doing the pit under such conditions
Huntsville for an early supper and
myself. Well, we hadn't come this far
then returned to start up Nat
just to turn back because of high water. I
Mountain towards our objective.
was fairly certain the "dry" rig point
would be okay. I figured I'd at least take
Once again Todd served as
the rope back to the pit just to see how
packhorse for the rope, which had
bad it was going to be. It didn't take long
now grown to 650 feet. The hike
to find out. A loop of less than two
gains about 500 vertical feet over a
hundred feet brought us back to the
distance of about a mile and a half,
main stream. The water gushed from the
with all the vertical gained in the last
walk-in entrance in a powerful torrent
half mile. Not a great distance, but
occupying the width of the passage and
with a big rope it's still a trek. On the
about a foot deep. It was also very cold.
way others offered to share the
I felt the waterfall would be
burden of rope bearer, but Todd
unimaginably awesome. The passage
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leading to the pit is normally a pleasant
walk of about five hundred feet in a
quiet stream no more than ankle deep.
On this night the force of the current
propelled us quickly downstream to a
large boulder which had served as the
waiting room for the initial assaults on
the pit during the sixties. Even here
everything was slippery from spray and
mist rising from the pit. The once hairy
traverse along the edge of the pit had
long since been tamed by a process
referred to as "torrosion". Bill Torode's
ledge clearing exploits have been much
discussed in Myrick's book on the
exploration of Fern Cave. During the
late sixties and early seventies Bill
painstakingly dug ledges all around the
top of Surprise Pit which eventually led
to significant discoveries across the top
of and along the walls of the pit itself.
A flat ledge leads from the far side of
the waiting room rock to the edge of
Surprise Pit proper. The cold contents of
the stream, which I at least was glad to
be out of, emptied itself into the pit in a
frothing mass. The rumblings issuing up
from the depths suggested that there was
a lot of violence taking place as the
waterfall fell the 437 feet to the bottom.
I slid my pack and ropebag along the
ledge followed by Todd, Pat, and
Jonathan. I can't say what thoughts
might have been going through their
heads at this time. While the ledge is
generally about three feet wide and
basically flat, there is still 400+ feet of
nothingness just to the right of you. I
know from my own experience twenty
five years earlier that, in view of the
emptiness below, that first trip across
can be somewhat unsettling. At about
the halfway point there is a gap in the
ledge. This is the famous "step across"
which leads to the Breakdown Bridge, a
wedged mass of boulders spanning the
width of the pit. Donal Myrick related
how the stability of this bridge was
much in question when Francis
McKinney took that first step in the
early sixties. And indeed there have
been incidence of rocks falling from the
underside of the bridge and crashing

ominously below while cavers were
present. The payoff was the
establishment of a much needed all
weather dry rig point which made
exploration of the pit safe and
convenient. The total ledge traverse
is something less than seventy feet to
the bridge. The bridge itself is quite
roomy and affords a far more
pleasant waiting area than the old
waiting room did. Beyond the
Breakdown Bridge the pit continues
as a black void nearly a hundred feet
across. At the edge of the pit there
seemed to be the unspoken aire of
apprehension among our small
group. There was none of the usual

caver banter or joking about. Instead just
a silence eclipsed by the thundering
reverberations of the waterfall crashing
into the walls and onto the floor of the
pit far below us. I believe everyone was
in awe of the incredible power we were
witnessing. This was, I think, my fifth
visit to Surprise Pit, though I hadn't been
here in twenty years. The sensation was
like nothing I remembered from before.
Even that first wet trip with Ed
Yarborough paled in comparison. I
methodically set about rigging the pit.
There are a number of well-placed bolts
on the right wall just at the far corner of
the bridge. At home I had carefully
measured and marked the 650 foot rope

Jonathan Daniels in spray at bottom of Surprise pit
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at 450 feet so as to put just the right
amount into the pit. Of course on the
first try I fed the rope into the pit from
the wrong end. When I reached my mark
I thought it odd that there was still such
a large pile of rope in the bag, so we
pulled up the 200 feet that was already
in the pit and started the process again
from the other end of the coil. We
positioned a large pad over the
smoothed lip. Ample rope grooves
suggest this is an unnecessary
precaution, but I didn't want to get the
new rope too messed up by lowering
and pulling it up over the clay covered
edge.
Finally all rigged and ready to go, but no
willing volunteers. Even Todd's
enthusiasm seemed to have been
dampened by the ominous crashing and
thrashing that was all too obvious far
below where we stood. In all fairness, I
had the advantage of at least being able
to somewhat guess what conditions on
the bottom would be like. Surprise pit is
huge and is in the shape of the letter "L".
The waterfall cascades down the short
axis of the pit and lands around the apex
of the "L". The dry rig point is therefor
around the corner from the falls. The
waterfall would have to swell to nearly
fifty feet in diameter and become a real
Niagara before it could come around the
configuration in the pit and reach the
rope. I didn't really think that was
possible, even during the present state of
extremely high water, so I offered to
venture down first to check things out.
No one seemed to object. Just as a
precaution I was prepared to change
over should the rope be swallowed by
the falls near the bottom. As expected
the rope was not actually in the water
during any part of the descent. My
rappel went smoothly and I touched
down within a few minutes. Even before
I hit bottom I could tell that the spray
was going to be fierce. As soon as I got
my rack detached and hollered that I
was off, I quickly began ascending the
steep breakdown slope seeking shelter
from the hurricane force spray being

propelled by the pounding of the
unseen waterfall I knew to be just
around the corner.
Over the crest of the breakdown
slope I got behind a large boulder
affording some relief from the
lashing spray. Even here the entire
pit seemed to be filled with the
swirling of a heavy mist. I recalled
my experience of twenty-five years
before with carbide light and no
protection and was thankful for poly
and electric lights. Still the spray was
so penetrating that I was thoroughly
soaked and realized it wouldn't take
long for me to chill to a shiver.
I watched the next person descend
(Jonathan as it turned out). When I
judged him to be only about a
hundred feet up I made my way back
over to the rope. I looked up. Either
Jonathan was rappelling very slowly
or I had seriously misjudged his
height, because he was still a good
ways up. There was no way to turn
away from the whipping maelstrom
of spray and it was pointless to
ascend the breakdown slope again. I
could only stand there and get
completely plastered for what must
have been one very long minute.
When Jonathan touched down I
could see exhilaration in the
expression on his face. It looked like
he was actually loving it. I think I
said something like "Great, glad you
enjoyed it, now let's get the h*@&
out of here!!!" Jonathan snapped a
picture of me shivering as I fumbled
to get my gibbs on the rope and took
off. He was soon rigged in below
me. We climbed tandem as is the
norm on freefall drops of this size.
At first we could see nothing due to
the thick spray. The roar from the
unseen falls was deafening. To
communicate required yelling even
when you were only a few feet apart.
At about the halfway point Jonathan
noticed that if one of us turned his
light toward the sound of the falls
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and the other turned his light off, it was
possible for the person whose light was
off to see a portion of the falls when it
was lit up by the other person. With both
lights on neither of us could see
anything. I'd liken the effect to having
your high beams on in a thick fog, the
more light the more reflection and
therefor the less you can see. We
mesmerized ourselves looking at the
cascading column of water for the rest of
the climb. The exertion of the climb
warmed me a bit, but when I got off
rope I could tell I would chill down
quickly. Pat was nice enough to offer me
the use of some warm dry extra clothing
he had brought along before he and
Todd descended. They had a much
faster tandem climb than Jonathan and I
(this due to my slower pace), and both
were back at the top in less than half an
hour. The feelings of apprehension
seemed to have dissipated following
everyone's descent and I believe all were
quite impressed by the whole
experience. I certainly know I was.
We derigged, coiled the big rope, put it
back in the deteriorating rope bag and
drug ourselves back over the ledges to
the main stream passage. The trip
upstream was a bit more arduous than
the one downstream had been. Jonathan
seemed to be having a great time taking
impromptu photos of everyone as they
popped unsuspectingly around every
corner fighting against the cold current
of the stream. We exited sometime
around midnight, changed into dry
clothing and headed off the mountain. It
was cold but a prearranged stop at the
"Motel Chris Hutson" in Huntsville had
everyone looking forward to a good
night's rest after an exciting day of
caving.

References:
Alabama Cave Survey (ACS)
Myrick, Donal R., 1972, History of
the Discovery, Exploration and
Mapping of the Fern Cave System.

Franklin County Grotto 2009 Summer Picnic
By Diane white

The FCG summer picnic was held at the usual place, the Rouzerville Hunt
Club. On July 25 & 26. Thanks to club member Pat Minnick for once
again reserving the hunt club for this event. FCG members who attended
for some or all of the activities included: Pat Minnick & Anne Sheppard,
Howard & Diane White, Mark Guiffre, Guy Holbrook, Eric, Chris, George
a& Lizzie Heberlig, John & Chris Leaf, Ken Jones, Ken Tayman, Don
Arrowood, Jim Schweitzer, Todd Roberts, Jonathan Peterson, and Pat’s
cousin Dick. A banquet of covered dishes which included fried chicken
from Gus & Ted’s catering (Thanks Anne) was enjoyed by all. It was a fine
day for a picnic.
The main after dinner entertainment
was provided by Howard white.
Howard came up with a propane
propelled potato launcher. Ken
Tayman provided the potatoes. This
cannon launcher was much easier on
the ears than previous contraptions.
After some trial and error launchings
and height adjustments, the “kidfriendly” potato launcher was a big
hit for George and Lizzie as well. A
Pat ran a vertical practice from 8:30 to 2:00 pm for
whole lot of laughter erupted during 8 FCG members & guests. All photos by Ken T
that time. Participants requested
that by next summer, the launcher be outfitted with laser sights and an
adjustable tripod.
It was decided the usual midnight hike would be a shortened version this time.
It was cut even shorter when the rain started. The participants returned
somewhat damp. It was still enjoyed by those who ventured out. I was dry,
comfy and in bed at this time. By 1:30 am those who were staying overnight
were settled in and those who weren’t had left.
Howard’s propane powered potato cannon

Morning arrived
parked ourselves on the porch to read. Watched the
coffee going as usual. She, once again, put together
tasty breakfast casseroles that were fresh from the
the masses emerged from their overnight cocoons.

earlier for some than others. Howard and I got up first and
sky as the rain came again. Anne came down next and got
a couple of
oven when

By now you might be questioning the lack of participation on my
part and you would be correct. This FCG picnic was the 20 th
consecutive year for my husband, Howard, and me. During those
years I have always made myself available as a major player in
meal prep and cleanup. But this year I almost sabotaged our
attending with an illness that kept me on the sidelines. I was of
no threat to others, but of no help either. With the help of
chemistry and major consideration on the part of others, mostly
Anne, Chris, Mark and Guy, I found myself a bystander for the
first time. But “Life goes on” and the FCG picnic was, once again,
a memorable event for those who attended. I’m on the mend as of
this writing but even then in my weaken state I was glad I was
one of the attendees.
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Ken Jones ram-rodding a potato round down to the breech

Fleming Trough Spring
July 18, 2009 by Ken Tayman

We have been “blindly”
supporting
the
moratorium on caving
since February, all the
while there seemed to
be a lot of caving going
all around us. So we
decided to plan a trip to
a “never seen a bat in
there” cave. Franklin
County Grotto cavers on
this trip were, Kerry
Speelman,
Danny
Cumbo, Tina Blaik, Alan
Horn and me (Ken
Tayman). Above ground
moral support was
provided by Ken Jones,
Don Arrowood and
Barry Duncan.

Kerry, Alan, Tina, Don, Ken T, Ken J, Barry and Danny

photo by Ken T

Fleming Trough Spring Cave, near Shade Gap, PA, is a low
crawl into a 30 inch high hole in the side of a hill, with
about 12 inches of cold spring water. It doesn’t take long
after you kneel down in the trough to determine it is
going to be “COLD!” Of this group only Jones and I have
been in before, so we plan to be near the front to help
find the “duck under”. Alan leads the way and Jones
starts to follow next, but he spikes his knee on a sharp
limestone splinter and quickly backs out. To most of us it
looked like a severe case of “Cold Water Rejection
Syndrome”, but he insists it was a needle sharp projectile
into his knee that stopped him.
Tina quickly steps up and crawls in, following Alan. Danny
starts next and quickly withdraws for a few seconds of
water temperature adjustment. By now Alan and Tina
have reached the dogleg to the left and are not sure
where to go. And, they are already feeling the chill. It is a
hands and knees crawl for 40’ which takes you to a flat
belly crawl to the left under a shelf.
Ken T heading in!

Figure 1

Photo by Don Arrowood
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I head in and yell down for them to take the belly
crawl under the shelf to left and continue in. It is
narrow and only single file fits here. After the belly
under I get through and hear Danny and Kerry
following behind me.
Tina makes room for me to pass. Here you end up in
a five foot high passage with four feet of water and
no obvious place to continue. Alan is in front,
shoulder deep. Alan and I find the one inch of air
space near the waterline on the far wall that marks
the duck-under. Its cold now and we have 5 people
bunched up in the water with only about a foot of
air space. Alan and I duck under and find ourselves
in the small room with a bank of sand we scramble
up into the nice sized main chamber.

Ken Jones approaching knee injury. Photo by Don Arrowood

Tina, Kerry, Danny and Ken T in the main room after the duck-under, changed into dry polypro
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Photo by Alan Horn

Alan’s plan was to get in first and set up the camera to
get shots of us splashing up from the duck-under. He
didn’t get any cooperation with regards to someone just
mulling around in the chin deep cold water for 10
minutes while he set up the tripod, camera and flashes,
so before the water stopped dripping off his mustache,
all five of us where in the room with him.
Most of us had brought a dry polypro top in with us in a
dry bag, so we changed into them while Alan set up a few
shots of this room. At this point everyone was excited
about the cave. A three foot under water swim in 55
degree will get you excited. After a few pictures we
headed back the main passage.
This is not a big cave; we surveyed it to almost 600 feet
14 or 15 years ago. Lots of sand! We worked our way to
the back of the cave to Daniel’s Lake. The passage just
drops about five feet to a submerged lake. You can’t
really see the lake unless you lay down, hang over the
edge and look back under the floor. It is quite big.
Alan climbing back up from Daniels’ Lake Photo by Ken T

Danny over the lake, in room adjoining the main room. This is a composite of several shots.
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Photo by Alan Horn

I would say its 30 feet wide by 20 long and gets
pretty deep. Alan managed to climb down and
put a bright light on it. Really nice. It looked like
it might be tough climb back out. An etreire’
would be very helpful. Alan thinks a return trip
for photography and perhaps some digging
would be worth the effort.

Cleversburg Sink
The current water level is: 12 feet
Entrance room
Top of ladder (19’)

After goofing around with the camera a while,
we headed back toward the main room. From
my previous trip, I knew there was a back way.
After a short search, I found the crawl through
some breakdown and worked our way into a
room with another deep lake. This also
connected to the main room. Alan spent some
time setting a multiple shot/composite project.
Danny and I assisted. Kerry and Tina headed out.
We all feel this lake may be connected to
Daniel’s lake in the back of the cave, but only
through some deep submerged holes in the
bottom. Danny headed out. And after Alan got
all the geared packed tight we followed. Going
out is always easier than going in.

>Mid ladder (12’)



Base of ladder
Sand room
Crawls sumped
Dry

Checked by: Ken Tayman on Sep 15, 2009.

On the surface we shot the bull awhile,
discussed the need to come back for a dig and

“Quotes-of the Quarter”
“I have to take a crap”
AH to KT @ Fleming Trough

“These leaves aren’t Poison Ivy are they?”
AH to KT @ Fleming Trough

“WOW!! What a void.”
As @FCG picnic
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Water Level Research at Cleversburg Sink
Update: Franklin County Grotto had agreed
to install a few hangers in the cave so the data
cable that would support the water level
sensor could be held out of the water and out
of the way of any cavers going through the
entrance room. Howard White, Jonathan
Peterson and Ken Tayman all got together on
June 24th and prepared to install the hangers.
One of our concerns was the water level. If it
was the same as May13th, we would have to
do some swimming, if it was higher, we
would have to postpone the project. We
decided to check the level before hauling in
the tool boxes with the drills and batteries.
We were in luck. The water was actually
down two feet from May (27 feet) and we
would be able to “rock hop” over to the

Howard checking equipment.

photo by Ken Tayman

“window” and the ledge on the wall. We
exited and picked up the gear and re-entered.
It didn’t take very long for Jonathan to drill a
few holes and drive in the hangers. We placed
two hangers. One in the top of the window
about 23.8’ above the floor of the passage at
bottom of the ladder, and another about
halfway between the window and the old
concrete gate.
With this completed the other project FCG
has to complete prior to placement of sensor
is to survey from the surface gate down to the
hanger in the window. We will try to
coordinate this ASAP.
Jonathan drilling hole for hanger

photo by Ken Tayman
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July 19, 2009: SURVEY
Pat Minnick, Jonathan Peterson and Ken
Tayman all showed up at the cave to survey
from the surface gate down to the hanger in
the window. This will tie into surface survey
to other springs and streams in the area so
they can all have a common reference to sea
level when discussing water depths in the
various water features.
A few of the shots were very steep angles and
difficult to read. Back-Azimuths and Back
Inclinations were essential in making sure we
were getting accurate data. It took five shots
to work our way down the corkscrew entrance,
through the old concrete gate and to the
hanger in the window.
The vertical drop from the gate to the top of
the window calculates out to be 38.4 feet.
Then another 23.8 feet down to the floor of
the main passage below.
Now, we are waiting on Prof. Feeney to
obtain the sensor, and then we will help him
place the equipment. So far all is going well!!
Pat shooting Azimuth in Cleversburg Sink

photo by Ken Tayman

September 15, 2009: Install Sensor
Professor Feeney and I agreed to meet
at the cave on Tuesday at 10:00 AM.
The water was halfway down the ladder
and was not an issue. Tom hung the
sensor from the hanger in the “window”
previously installed by Howard and Jon.
I draped the cable along the wall, and
we guided it up over the top of the old
concrete gate. We realized we still had
quite a bit of cable left, so we threaded
it up vertically through cracks in the
breakdown and tied it off near the
ladder at the gate. At 1:00 PM the
sensor started taking measurements
every 15 minutes. Well stop back in a
few weeks to make sure it is working


In-Situ TROLL 200 and 100 feet of cable.
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